Objective Quality Evaluation of Noise-suppressed Speech: Effects of Temporal Envelope and Fine-structure Cues
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Abstract

While temporal envelope and fine-structure cues are known to be good predictors for speech intelligibility, it is not clear how well they are correlated with subjective quality ratings, particularly those using noise-suppressed speech. The present work evaluated the performance of two objective measures (i.e., NCM and TFSS), which were originally developed with primarily envelope or fine-structure cue as speech intelligibility indices, when they were applied for predicting the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech along three dimensions of signal distortion, noise distortion and overall quality. We considered a wide range of distortion introduced by four types of real-world noises at two signal-to-noise-ratio levels and by four classes of noise-suppression algorithms. This work finds that the present envelope- and fine-structure-based measures poorly predict the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. The PESQ measure is so far the best choice in terms of objectively evaluating both subjective quality ratings and intelligibility scores of noise-suppressed speech.

Index Terms: PESQ, temporal envelope, fine structure, speech quality, noise suppression

1. Introduction

Quality is an important attribute of human speech that needs to be preserved by speech enhancement algorithms \cite{1-3}. Subjective listening tests provide perhaps the most reliable method for assessing speech quality and examining the performance of speech enhancement algorithms. However, these tests are normally costly, time-consuming, and laborious. Alternatively, many studies developed objective measures for predicting subjective ratings of speech quality \cite{4-7}.

Hu and Loizou evaluated objective quality prediction for speech enhancement by a number of quality measures \cite{8}. They found that most of the current objective measures were not adequate in predicting the subjective quality ratings of noisy speech enhanced by speech enhancement algorithms. The time-domain segmental signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) measure (segSNR) \cite{4}, for instance, which is being widely used for evaluating the performance of speech enhancement algorithms, yielded a very poor correlation ($r=0.36$) with the overall quality, and the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) measure led to a high correlation ($r=0.89$) with the overall quality \cite{8}. Further research is still needed to improve the correlations of current objective measures with subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech.

Intelligibility is another important attribute for speech communication. The relationship between speech intelligibility and speech quality is not fully understood, and this is in part due to the fact that we have not yet identified the acoustic correlates of quality and intelligibility \cite{1}. Hence, different models (or measures) were developed to assess the quality and intelligibility of processed (e.g., noise-suppressed) speech. Given that many objective measures are available for evaluating speech quality/intelligibility, a question is often raised as whether those objective measures could be used interchangeably for predicting both speech quality ratings and intelligibility scores, or which measure could best account for the variances of both speech quality and intelligibility. Ma et al. evaluated the performance of a number of objective measures (i.e., both quality and intelligibility measures) to predict the intelligibility of noise-suppressed speech \cite{9}. They found that, of all the conventional quality measures, the frequency-weighted segmental SNR (fwSNRseg) and PESQ measures performed modestly well in terms of objectively predicting the intelligibility scores of noise-suppressed speech.

Envelope and temporal fine-structure (TFS) have been long identified as two important acoustic cues for speech intelligibility \cite{10}. Many envelope- and TFS-based intelligibility indices have been developed to successfully predict the intelligibility of noise-distorted and noise-suppressed speech. For instance, the envelope-based normalized covariance metric (NCM) \cite{11} was shown to well predict the intelligibility of speech in a number of conditions (e.g., noise-distortion and vocoder processing) \cite{9, 11-12}. Recently, a TFS spectrum based index \cite{i, TFSS} was designed, and it showed good performance to predict the intelligibility of noise-suppressed speech \cite{13}. Tiago et al. proposed a non-intrusive quality and intelligibility metric for reverberated and deverberated speech \cite{14}. The metric was developed with primarily temporal envelope cue, and was found to be well correlated with the quality and intelligibility of reverberated and deverberated speech.

While the contributions of envelope and fine-structure for subjective speech perception and objective speech intelligibility prediction have been investigated in many studies, little is known on how well these envelope and fine-structure based indices (e.g., NCM and TFSS) can predict the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. This knowledge is of significance to understand the contribution of acoustic cues for predicting speech quality, and consequently guides our design of new objective quality measures. The purpose of this paper is to assess the contribution of envelope and fine-structure cues for predicting the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. More specifically, we would evaluate the performance of the two intelligibility measures (i.e., NCM
and TFSS), which were originally developed with primarily envelope or fine-structure cue, when they were used for objective quality prediction of noise-suppressed speech.

2. Subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech

Twenty sentences from the NOIZEUS corpus were corrupted by four background noises (i.e., car, street, babble and train) at two signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) levels (i.e., 5 and 10 dB), processed by four classes (i.e., spectral subtractive, subspace, statistical-model-based, and Wiener filtering) of speech enhancement algorithms, and presented to 32 listeners for subjective evaluation of speech quality. The four classes of speech enhancement algorithms included 13 different algorithms, i.e., multiband spectral subtraction, spectral subtraction using reduced delay convolution and adaptive averaging, generalized subspace approach, perceptually based subspace approach, MMSE (i.e., minimum mean squared error estimate), log-MMSE, and log-MMSE under signal presence uncertainty, and Wiener-filtering algorithms with the a priori SNR estimation based method, the audible-noise suppression method, and the method based on wavelet thresholding the multiband spectrum [15-18].

The subjective quality evaluation tests were designed according to ITU-T recommendation P.835 [19]. The P.835 methodology was designed to reduce listener’s uncertainty in a subjective test as to which component(s) of a noisy speech methodology and subjective quality ratings can be found in [15-18].

The overall effect using the five-point scale of the Mean Opinion Score (OVRL) [1=bad; 2=poor; 3=fair; 4=good; 5=excellent] further details on noise-suppression algorithms, testing methodology and subjective quality ratings can be found in [18].

3. Objective measures for quality evaluation

3.1. The envelope-based measure

The NCM measure is computed as follows [11]. The stimuli are first bandpass filtered (via fourth-order Butterworth filters) into N bands spanning the signal bandwidth (300–3400 Hz in this study). The cutoff frequencies of the N band-pass filters are computed using Hilbert transform, and then down-sampled to 2xf0 Hz, thereby limiting the envelope modulation rate to f0 Hz. Let x(t) and y(t) be the down-sampled envelope in the i-th band of the clean signal and the processed signal, respectively.

The normalized covariance in the i-th frequency band is computed as:

$$\rho_i = \frac{\sum(x(t) - \mu_i)(y(t) - \nu_i)}{\sqrt{\sum(x(t) - \mu_i)^2 \sum(y(t) - \nu_i)^2}},$$ (1)

where \(\mu_i\) and \(\nu_i\) are the mean values of the \(x(t)\) and \(y(t)\), respectively. The apparent SNR in each band is computed as:

$$\text{SNR}_i = 10 \log_{10}\left(\frac{\rho_i^2}{1 - \rho_i^2}\right),$$ (2)

and subsequently limited to the range of [−15, 15] dB. The transmission index (TI) in each band is computed by linearly mapping the SNR values between 0 and 1 as:

$$\text{TI}_i = (\text{SNR}_i + 15)/30.$$ (3)

Finally, the transmission indices are averaged across all bands to produce the NCM index, as:

$$\text{NCM} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \times \text{TI}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i},$$ (4)

where \(w_i\) denotes the weight applied to each band. This study used the most common articulation index (AI) weight [21].

3.2. The fine-structure-based measure

The TFSS measure is computed as follows [13]. As in computing the NCM measure, the stimuli are first band-pass filtered into N bands spanning the signal bandwidth. Let \(x(t)\) denote the TFS waveform of the clean speech signal in the i-th frequency band, and let \(y(t)\) be the TFSS waveform of the processed signal in the i-th frequency band. The magnitude-squared coherence (MSC) between \(x(t)\) and \(y(t)\) is computed by first dividing these signals into M overlapping windowed frames, computing the cross power spectrum for each frame using the fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and then averaging across all frames. The MSC of the TFS spectra at frequency \(f\) is given as:

$$\text{MSC}_i(f) = \frac{\sum_{j} X_i^*(f) Y_i^*(f)}{\sum_{j} |X_i^*(f)|^2 \sum_{j} |Y_i^*(f)|^2},$$ (5)

where asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, and \(X_i^*(f)\) and \(Y_i^*(f)\) are the FFT spectra of signals \(x(t)\) and \(y(t)\), respectively, computed in the \(m\)-th frame. Subsequently, a coherence index (coh) is computed in the \(i\)-th band as:

$$\text{coh}_i = \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{j} \text{MSC}_i(j),$$ (6)

where \(b_i\) and \(e_i\) are the indices of frequency bins spanning the bandwidth of the \(i\)-th band (i.e., \([b_i, e_i]\)), and \(N_i = e_i - b_i + 1\). Finally, the coherence indices are accumulated across all bands to produce the TFSS index, as:

$$\text{TFSS} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \times \text{coh}_i,$$ (7)

where \(w_i\) denotes the weight applied to each band (i.e., AI weight).

The coherence index (coh) in Eq. (6) takes values between 0 and 1, and assesses the degree to which the TFS of the clean reference speech signal is preserved following the processing by noise-reduction algorithms. A coh value near 1, for instance, suggests that the TFS of the input signal is preserved by the processing; while a value near 0 indicates significant degradation/distortion in the TFS in the i-th band.
Table 1. Correlation coefficients (|r|) between the NCM, TFSS and PESQ values and the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. The modulation rate $f_{\text{cut}}$ is 12.5 Hz and the frame is 16 ms in computing the NCM and TFSS measures, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>The number of channels (N)</th>
<th>PESQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVRL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFSS</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIG</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFSS</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFSS</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Scatter plots of listeners’ OVRL ratings against the (a) PESQ, (b) NCM, and (c) TFSS values.

4. Results

The subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech in a total of 112 conditions (4 maskers × 2 SNR levels × 13 noise-reduction algorithms + 4 maskers × 2 noisy references (i.e., at 2 SNR levels)] were subjective to the correlation analysis with the corresponding average values (across all sentences tested) obtained in each condition by the NCM and TFSS measures. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($r$) was used to assess the performance of the above quality evaluation.

Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients of the NCM and TFSS measures with the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech in this study. For the purpose of comparison, the correlation coefficient computed with the PESQ measure is also listed in Table 1, as previous study reported that the PESQ measure yielded the highest correlation coefficients amongst the present objective measures when applied to evaluate the same set of subjective quality ratings [8]. We changed the number of channels (N) used to compute the NCM and TFSS measures (i.e., from 1 to 20) in order to see whether the evaluation performance would be affected by the usage of different N value. Table 1 shows that both NCM and TFSS measures poorly predict the quality ratings of the three types of distortion (i.e., OVRL, SIG and BAK). The highest correlation coefficients for the NCM measure (computed with N=1 and $f_{\text{cut}}=12.5$ Hz) are 0.63, 0.55 and 0.61 for evaluating the OVRL, SIG and BAK distortion, respectively; while those for the TFSS measure (computed with N=1 and frame 16 ms) are 0.62, 0.54 and 0.51 for evaluating the OVRL, SIG and BAK distortion, respectively. All these coefficients are much smaller than those obtained with the PESQ measure, i.e., 0.89, 0.81 and 0.76 for evaluating the OVRL, SIG and BAK distortion, respectively. This suggests that the NCM and TFSS measures do not outperform the PESQ measure in evaluating the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. Table 1 also shows that the maximum correlations for both NCM and TFSS measures are obtained when they are computed with N=1. Further increasing the number of channels N may worsen the correlation results. For instance, when N=20 is used in computing the NCM and TFSS measures, their correlations with the OVRL ratings are 0.04 and 0.01, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the scatter plots of the OVRL ratings against the PESQ, NCM and TFSS values (with the highest correlation in Table 1). It is seen in Fig. 1 (b) that, due to the high SNR level used in quality evaluation experiment (i.e., 5 and 10 dB), the NCM values approach to 1. Further increasing the number of channels N may worsen the correlation results. For instance, when N=20 is used in computing the NCM and TFSS measures, their correlations with the OVRL ratings are 0.04 and 0.01, respectively.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients (|r|) between the NCM values and the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. The number of channels is N=1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>$f_{\text{cut}}$</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVRL</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Summary and conclusion

Following previous studies of evaluating objective quality measures for speech enhancement [8-9], the present work
further assessed the performance of predicting subjective quality ratings by using envelope or fine-structure based measures (i.e., NCM and TFSS). There two measures, particularly the TFSS measure, carry much information important for objective intelligibility prediction [13]. However, when applied to predict the subjective quality ratings (i.e., OVRL, SIG, and BAK) of noise-suppressed speech in this study, it is seen that they are poorly correlated with subjective quality ratings. The correlation coefficients in quality prediction are much smaller than those obtained with the PESQ measure (see Table 1). This indicates that, although highly correlated with subjective intelligibility scores, the distortion of temporal envelope or fine-structure waveform between the processed and clean signals may carry limited information for predicting the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech.

Previous studies showed that, with the exception of fwSNRseg and PESQ measures, most objective quality measures poorly predicted the intelligibility of noise-suppressed speech [9]. This study further showed that present intelligibility measures could not well account for the variance of the subjective quality ratings of noise-suppressed speech. Taken together, this study suggests that most of the present objective measures may not well predict both the subjective quality ratings and intelligibility scores of noise-suppressed speech. Amongst the all present objective measures examined, the PESQ measure is so far the best choice in terms of predicting subjective quality ratings and intelligibility scores of noise-suppressed speech.
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